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Darren Liow 
 
Having lost two valuable team members, and being tasked to be the new Project Manager, I found 

myself in a very daunting position. However, these are a couple of skills that I feel that I can take away 

from working on this project: 

 

1. Project Management Skills 
As the new Project Manager, I had to take off where the last Project Manager left off right after coming 

back from my reservist duties. As such, I managed to acquire, in a short period of time, the skills to 

manage the team and ensure that they keep to their schedules while at the same time having a birds eye 

view of the entire project. I feel that such skills are acquired experientially and am thus grateful for this 

opportunity to fill this role. 

 

2. Application Development Skills 
Prior to embarking on this project, I had no knowledge of C#, Cocoa and using Xcode to develop iOS 

applications. As such, learning these languages in such a short period of time has been a huge challenge, 

but has also expanded my capacity to learn new coding languages 
 

 
 

Lee An Qi Melissa 
 
Knowing that my coding abilities are not as good as the rest of my team mates, I saw this project as an 

opportunity to pick up coding skills from my group members. Especially since I use an iPhone, I have 

been interested in knowing how to develop iPhone applications and put my design skills to good use. 

Here are some of the main skills I picked up: 

 

1. Application Development Skills 
Although I probably have not learnt iOS development skills to the same extent as my team mates, I 

believe that I have learned more than I would have had I not done this course. I look forward to learning 

more about iOS development as my team mates develop their application development abilities further 

and are able to assist me in my learning. 

 

2. Information Management Skills 
Being in charge of the team wiki, I feel that the scale of this project has expanded my capacity to manage 

the various information flows within the team and to ensure that all the information regarding the project 

as categorized and catalogued properly so as to ensure that my team can access the information that they 

need efficiently. 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ryan James Gomes 
 
At first when I started on this project, my approach was simply to get over and done with my FYP. 

However, as I have progressed through this project, I have picked up many skills, both business and 

technical skills, that have enabled me to better understand the business needs of a logistics company and 

how to optimize their processes with the use of IT. These are two of the main skills that I have picked 

up: 

 

1. Business Needs Assessment Skills 
Understanding Electromax’s business needs was key to the development of their inventory management 

system. With minimal knowledge provided by the client, it was up to us to decide what their 

requirements would be and how to design the inventory application to suit their needs. I feel that through 

this project, my ability to assess the business needs of an organization has greatly improved. 

 

2. Application Development Skills 
Having taken Data Management 2 years ago, my ability to apply my data management as well as my 

PHP coding abilities were getting rusty. As such, through working on this project, I have managed to 

pick up HTML & PHP in order to complete the Inventory Management Application. Apart from that, I 

have also managed to develop my skills in coding C# (Cocoa) and also in iOS application development. 

 

 
 

Simon Kim Eng Keong 
 
Electromax is a company that, while working there, I found to have several business processes that could 

be optimized. As such, when I proposed the idea of working on improving their processes for this project 

and they accepted, I was excited to do this FYP and learn how to do real implementations in a business 

environment: 

 

1. Application Development Skills 
I have always been interested in coding iPhone applications but never had the opportunity to learn how 

to do so. As such, learning how to code in C# and Xcode has now empowered me to do more in the 

future and can provide me with future business opportunities. 

 

2. Application Integration Skills 
The main difficulty that we faced was in the integrating of PHP, JSON, XCode and the mySQL database. 

Since integrating all these different platforms together required knowledge of different APIs, I feel that I 

am now empowered with new integration skills and the ability to search appropriately for the right APIs 

to execute other application development in the future. 
 

 
 


